Announcement and Call for Proposals
NEW LNCS SUBLINE! Springer is pleased to announce
a new subline of Lecture Notes in Computer Science
entitled

LNCS Services Science Subline
The Subline will be an integral part of the LNCS series, exploiting the quick, reliable publishing
infrastructure in place for LNCS to achieve timely worldwide dissemination of the latest
research results both in printed and electronic form.
Background
The growth of services economies, coupled with the evolution of powerful digital communications
networks and advanced network-enabled service technologies, will help to transform modern
society and organisations. Globally available software services, managed as portfolios, are
expected to create opportunities for new business models that will take advantage of flexible,
combinable software-services where any kind of resource and information content, including rich
media, mobile and granular sensor information can be linked to any context. This servicesoriented approach will give all kinds of users consistent and ubiquitous service provision.
Service Science is an emerging interdisciplinary approach to the study, design, engineering,
management and implementation of services systems – complex systems in which specific
arrangements of people, organizations and technologies take actions that provide value for each
other. Service Science aims to provide the missing conceptual link to unify different disciplines
such as distributed systems, cloud computing, autonomic computing, information and
knowledge-based systems, business modelling and management, content management and
networking (to name just a small subset of the necessary disciplines for the purposes of this
book series)
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Scope
The LNCS Services Science Subline is a series of high-quality research books with an emphasis
on the technological, engineering, business advances and innovation in services systems. The
subline targets research monographs, conference and workshop proceedings as well as tutorials
strictly related to services systems and addressing in depth the following topics (the list is not
exhaustive):
Process/information/media/content as a service
Rich mechanisms of global service supply
Open service networks
Service enabling resources (legacy software
systems, RFID, short-range wireless
communication and sensor networks)
Mobile and embedded systems as services
Formal methods/techniques for service
specification & verification
Service communication/synchronization/
coordination protocol/transactions
Service infrastructures & architectures

Service engineering end-to-end service
security
Service management & monitoring
Service semantics
User empowerment techniques
Service governance
Service supply relationships
Novel and emerging business models
Business strategy
Service innovation
Novel service applications

Submission of Manuscripts
Book proposals may be sent by email to any of the editors-in-charge; they should comprise two parts:
1.

The names of the editors along with a short CV indicating their expertise in the chosen topic; a rough
table of contents; a list of papers by tentative title and author; a timeline for submission; and an
indication of the extent to which the potential authors have agreed to contribute.

2.

The second part should describe in a few paragraphs the idea for the project, how it fits in with
philosophy of the series; why the topic is interesting and timely; and should include a paragraph or
two summarizing each paper in the book along with a justification of how it fits within the overall
context of the book and how it relates to other papers in the project.

Proposals should not exceed 10 pages. Do not send actual manuscripts, sample chapters, or
attachments with images to the editors unless you are specifically invited to do so.
All proposals are subject to rigorous refereeing and final approval by the editors-in-charge.
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